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life’s unfolding more meaningful. Spirit houses do this, 
providing a place for souls to reside and reminding us of 
the truly important.  

Not long after the Asian trip, Max and Steve were 
married. What to give a daughter and prospective ‘son’ 
who had all of the material things they could want 
and who were also combining two households? While 
meandering through my own home, I spied my spirit 
house—the perfect gift. It would also be a reminder of 
our adventures in Thailand. Its procurement took an 
online search, a boxed trip via the Pacific Ocean, a cross-
country UPS delivery, and a tricky transport from the 
hills of Pennsylvania to Maryland.  

The best part happened when Max and Steve, with 
their families surrounding them, opened the gift. With 
everyone attentive, Steve told about the significance and 
philosophy of spirit houses.  Watching the two of them, 
I again recalled the wonderful day we all spent on an 
island in the Andaman Sea visiting a collection of old 
spirit houses.  

Inside the gift, I placed a letter telling them both how 
much I appreciated the invitation to travel with them 
and the wonderful opportunities it afforded, like the day 
in the garden with the spirit houses. And as moms are 
wont to do, I told them how much I loved them.

Perhaps people should live in their homes as if each 
home is their own special spirit house, honoring all 
beings that reside or visit, making each comfortable and 
happy. Just maybe, harmony, peace, wealth, and good 
health would be our constant companions.  

Some years ago, I became really excited when my 
soon-to-be-son-in-law Steve said to my daughter 

Maxine (Max) and me, “Ladies, I want to show you the 
owner’s collection of antique spirit houses!”

We were in Thailand—Steve on business, Max and me 
for pleasure. I was invited to tag along, perhaps because 
I was Max’s mom and, maybe, because I had an interest 
in Buddhism and Oriental philosophy. Steve and I had 
often talked of our yearnings to visit Angkor Wat in 
Cambodia, where Max and I had just come from.

Steve delighted in sharing his love of the Far East. I 
trusted his sense of beauty and his love of their cultures, 
so I knew we were in for something special, something 
that would ultimately alter all our lives in a thoughtful, 
healthy, and spiritual way. 

Spirit houses. What images came to mind! My mind 
did flip-flops. Were they the size of real houses? Maybe 
not. Steve had said “the owner’s collection.” What were 
they?  Why were they?

We were staying in a secluded compound on the 
southern island of Phuket. Steve walked us to one of 
the gardens on the property. Diminutive houses were 
displayed along various meandering paths among the 
tropical shrubs and flowers. 

Like garden sentinels, they reminded me of something 
between elegant oriental bird houses on a pole and elevated 
Asian-Victorian doll houses. But they were more than 
that. No birds or dolls entered these houses, just spirits, 
offerings, and tiny figurines. I’d seen small offering altars 
in Indonesia, but they were primitive compared to 
these elegant, architecturally correct houses.

Spirit houses can be found near every home, 
school, temple, or business in Thailand.  
Traditionally, they’re part of 
everyone’s life. Before building 
a home, many consult with a 
Brahmin priest regarding the 
spirits who live there because 
construction disturbs spirits. 
Making a comfortable place for 
them to live is important. Spirits 
may be good or bad, but all must 
be made to feel at home. So a 
house is needed where they are 
invited to live and be guardians of 
the locality.  

At one of Steve’s factories, he personally 
laid a string on the ground from his 
spirit house around the entire perimeter 
and back to the house—an extra act of 
protection—making sure the house’s 
door was facing the correct direction 
so the priest would bless the factory. 

The elegance of a spirit house 
is in direct proportion to the 
elegance of its surroundings. As 
people improve their buildings, so 
they improve their spirit houses.

Many tourists ask what happens to the 
old ones. When change dictates a new spirit 
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house, a ceremony is held to transfer the spirits from 
the old house to the new. After that, the old house can 
be discarded. Many are placed near a temple or wat, 
but they usually are laid where other spirit houses were 
discarded. It’s common to see them all piled together. 

The origin of these structures dates from long before 
Buddhism ever came to the Thai people, who practiced 
spirit worship or animism. Many of these beliefs survive. 
According to folklore, spirits are everywhere, living in all 
sorts of places in nature. A spirit house may be placed on 
a pole near the entrance of a home. However, some say 
the shadow of the home should never touch the spirit 
house. Nor should spirits be close enough to inhabit the 
main building on the property.

Spirit houses were traditionally constructed of wood. 
Later, some were decorated with color denoting the 
weekday the owner was born. Other materials such as 
concrete were also used. Today, some are even shaped 
like Buddhist temples.  

The interior of a spirit house consist 
of one large room where the owner 
places figurines representing family 
members and sometimes animals 

and pets to show the spirits 
who belongs in the main 
building. Daily offerings 
are placed inside—food, 

beverage, incense, or flowers—
so the spirits will be happy. The 

offering’s intent is paramount, as 
are prayers to the spirits so they’ll 
protect the home. If the spirits are 
neglected, bad spirits might enter 
the spirit house and misfortune may 

ensue.
I was enchanted and mesmerized! I 

wanted a spirit house. But after returning 
to my home in the States, a year would 
pass before I obtained my own.  

Discovering new, different, and 
sometimes better ways of looking at life 

and living is one of the reasons I love 
to travel. Many oriental cultures 
daily take the time to honor and 
show gratitude to all the important 
persons, places, and things in their 

lives. How could this not make for a 
more peaceful, harmonious, and healthier life?  

Slowing down and living with a beautiful intent makes 

Above left: Old spirit houses are often left near 
sacred trees. Above: A traditional spirit house with 
offerings in Thailand. Below: Writer’s own version.
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